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Solaris 10 : The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Ultimate Resource on Solaris 10. Includes full details on all the new features. 
 Maximize all the capabilities of Sun Microsystems' FREE, innovative, and powerful UNIX-based operating system with help from this authoritative guide. Get full details on installation, process and device management, access control and...
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Beginning the Linux Command LineApress, 2009
This is Linux for those of us who don’t mind typing. All Linux users and administrators tend to like the flexibility and speed of Linux administration from the command line in byte–sized chunks, instead of fairly standard GUIs. Beginning the Linux Command Line follows a task–oriented approach and is distribution agnostic....
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Professional Perl ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 2001
Perl is one of the most important and powerful languages available today, and Professional Perl Programming offers an in-depth guide to exploiting some of its best features. With a densely packed tutorial straight from the experts, it is suitable for any experienced developer who wants to get more from this language.
  Weighing in at...
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Encyclopedia of Internet Technologies and ApplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2007
Before the invention of the World Wide Web, computer communications were mainly associated with the data transmission and reception among computers. The invention of the Web by Tim Berners-Lee in 1989, led to a deep change of this paradigm, imposing the share of information over the data transmission. After the invention of the Web, Internet refers...
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SEO: Search Engine Optimization BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Detailed, practical guide to increasing your Web traffic through better search results
Wonder how some companies pop up high in search engine rankings? It's all about search appeal. Master the strategies, techniques, and shortcuts in this detailed guide and you can improve your Web site's search rankings and drive the targeted traffic you want...
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SAS 9.2 Companion for UNIX EnvironmentsSAS Institute, 2009
The UNIX Companion contains conceptual information about executing Base SAS in the UNIX operating environment. It contains descriptions of SAS language elements that have behavior specific to UNIX.

SAS 9.2 in UNIX environments has the following new and enhanced features:

	 direct file I/O options
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Understanding PKI: Concepts, Standards, and Deployment Considerations, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2002
PKI (public-key infrastructure) enables the secure exchange of data over otherwise unsecured media, such as the Internet. PKI is the underlying cryptographic security mechanism for digital certificates and certificate directories, which are used to authenticate a message sender. Because PKI is the standard for authenticating commercial electronic...
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Linux Utilities CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Linux is a stable, reliable and extremely powerful operating system. It has been around for many years, however, most people still don't know what it can do and the ways it is superior to other operating systems. Many people want to get started with Linux for greater control and security, but getting started can be time consuming and...
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Photographers: A Sourcebook for Historical ResearchCarl Mautz Publishing, 2000
Completely revised edition, featuring Richard Rudisill's Directories of Photographers, an annotated international bibliography, and six new essays on photography research. Included are David Haynes' "how to" essay expanded to include new resources provided by the advent of the computer and the World Wide Web); Linda Ries' sequel to her...
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Enterprise Directory and Security Implementation Guide: Designing and Implementing Directories in Your OrganizationAcademic Press, 2002
Acustomer stumbling upon this book in a bookstore might ask, “Why is a book on directories and security is so important?”

The Internet is connecting enterprises into a global economy, and the interaction of directories is critical to the success of the New Economy. Consider, for example, Internet commerce in the United...
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Mastering Ubuntu Server: Master the art of deploying, configuring, managing, and troubleshooting Ubuntu Server 18.04, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get up-to-date with the finer points of Ubuntu Server using this comprehensive guide

	
		Key Features

		
			A practical easy-to-understand book that will teach you how to deploy, maintain and troubleshoot Ubuntu Server
	
			Get well-versed with newly-added features in Ubuntu 18.04.

...
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Build a Profitable Online Business: The No-Nonsense Guide (Expert's Voice in E-Commerce)Apress, 2013

	Build a Profitable Online Business: The No Nonsense Guide is a highly condensed step-by-step guide on how to build and run profitable websites.


	Serial web entrepreneur Mikael Olsson gives you in a nutshell all the tools, tips, and savvy you’ll need to create and operate online businesses that will...
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